Poetry – Chapter 17

Periods 1 & 4 – Grab AP Edition of textbook
Periods 2 & 5 – Return textbooks at end of period
Poetry Chapter 17 – Prosody

- **Read “Echo” by Christina Rossetti (p. 906)**
  - Annotate for “Steps to Read a Poem” & speaker/characters, language/diction, imagery, figures of speech, tone & prosody (on sheet provided – attach this in your ntbk)
  - Answer the questions following the poem (in your notebooks)

- **Read “March for a One-Man Band” by David Wagoner (p. 911)**
  - Annotate for “Steps to Read a Poem” & speaker/characters, language/diction, imagery, figures of speech, tone & prosody (on sheet provided – attach this in your ntbk)
  - Answer the questions following the poem (in your notebooks)

- **Read “Porphyria’s Lover” by Robert Browning (p. 888)**
  - Annotate for “Steps to Read a Poem” & speaker/characters, language/diction, imagery, figures of speech, tone & prosody (on sheet provided – attach this in your ntbk)
  - Answer the questions following the poem (in your notebooks)